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INSTRUCTION !
Please ensure that this examination consists of NINE (9) printed pages before you begin.

Section A Answer BOTII the questions"
Section B : Answer any TIIREE (3) questions.
Secti.on C : Answer any TWO (2) questions.

Section A : Answer BOTH the questions.

1.a. What is the purpose of aggregate planning? Describe some demand and capacity
options for implementing plans.

t7 marksJ

b. Given the following bill-of-material, Oeu"lop a gross requirement plan and planned
order release for all iterns. In week 7, LgA units and in week 8, 150 units of item
A are required and there are no on-hand inventory of any cornponent [LT = lead
timel.

LT = 1 week

LT = 1 week LT = 1 week LT = 1 week

tf = 1 week LT = 2 weeke LT = L week LT = 2 weeks

c (2)

LT = 3 weeke LT = 2 weeks

[ 13 marksj
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What are the main reasons for an organisation to have inventory? Describe the

various costs associated with inventory management.

[8 marks]

b. Micro Ram is a sole distributor for APE personal computers (PC) in Northern
Malaysia and past experience indicates that the aveftge sales are steady at 400
units per month. The holding cost of a PC is RM350 per year (or i0 per cent of
the price of a PC), while the ordering cost is RM715 per order and these

conftputers are priced at RM3500 but the manufacturer has offered some discount
depending on the order size, and, therefore, the new price structure is as follows :

What is your suggestion to Micro Ram on the order size? Deterrnine the
associated cost of annual inventorv.

[13 marksJ

SECTION B : Answer any THREE {3) questions.

3. A small manufacturing unit produces two products A and B using two operations.
Production of item B results also in a by-product C and a certain amount of this
by-product can be sold at a profit of RMZ per unit, but beyond this quantity, the

excess production (of the by-product) must be destroyed at a cost of RMl, because
of inadequate demand. Every unit of product A eontributes RM3 in profit while
the product B yields a profit of RM8 per unit.

Fast experience indicates that up to 5 units of C can be soid in a day at a profit
and anything beyond 5 has to be destroyed. The firm produces 3 units of C for
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Quantity_Purchased

up to 99 units

100 to 199 units

200 and above

unir Price

RM 3500 (current price)

RM 3350

RM 3250

at-
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every unit of B produced and there is unlimited demand for both the products A
and B. Every unit of product A requires 3 hours each of processing time on the
first and the second operations while for B it is 4 hours and 5 hours on the first
and the second operations respectively. As the by-prcrduct results frorn producing
B, no sparate time is used in producing C. The total available times in a day are
18 hours and 21 hours on the first and the second operations respectively.

trdentify decision' variables and formulate the above problem as a linear
programming problem and write down the inilial simplex tableau for the same.

[l3 marks]

The City Auto Mart is planning to introduce a new car that features a radically
new pollution-control system. It has two alternatives : the first is to build a new
plant with full production coming in three years' time. The s'econd is to build a
small pilot plant for limited production for the coming year. If the results of the
pilot plant show encouraging results at the end of the first year, full-scaie
production in a newly constructed plant would still be possible in three years' from
now. If they decide to go with the pilot plant, and subsequently it results into an
unattractive proposition to go into full production, the pilot plant can stitl be
operated by itself at a small profit. The expected annual profits for various
alternatives are given below :

Production
facilities

Consumer
acceptrance (in

Annual profit
RM millions)

New Plant

New Plant

Pilot Plant

Filot Plant

high

low

high

low

I4

-6

2

I

City Mart's marketing researctr division has estimated that there is 50 : 50 per cent
chance that the consumer acceptance is high or low. If the pilot plant is put into
production, with a low keyed advertising programme, the department feels that the
probabilities are 45 % for high consumer acceptance and 55Vo for low acceptance.

r0z
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Further, they have estimated that if the pilot plant is.b.uilt anc the consumer accept'ance rs

found to be high, there is a 90 per'-"eni prouability of high acceptance with fu'

production. If the consumer acceptance with the pilot plant is found to be low' however'

there is onry a 10 per cent probability or rrigh eieltu.a1 acceprjance with full production'

What are your r"gg!rti*, to ttt" City fr4artf lUse decision tree approach)'
[3 marks]

AGW517

5.a" The monthly sales of room air conditioners by Acme Manufacturing Bhd' during

1994/95 have been as follows i

use the exponential smoothing method (with { = o'2) and forecast the sales for

epril, lggi. Make suggestions for improving the forecast. 
[? marks]

b. A smalt printing firrn is about to complete its lease, and so it must decide to move

to another location. Two sites are cunently under consideration' Site A would

havean*"a"otttofRMs,000permonth,andsiteBwouldhaveafixedcostsof
RM9,40O per month. Variable costs are expected to be RM5 per unit at site A

andRM4perunitatsiteB.MonthlyaemandhasbeensteadyatS,s00unitsftrr
last several years and is not expected to change even with the new location' The

units are soto at RM6 per unit. which location is the best for the firm?

[6 marks]

...51-

Month No. of UnitsMonth No. of Units

December i05

January 1 10

February 125

March nA

August 100

September 80

October 110

November 115

108
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Schware Chemicals Sdn" Bhd., a chemical nnanufacturers in Bayan Baru, Penang,
has long been trying to avoid the installation of an expensive air pollution control
equipment. The local government finally has given Schware 5 months
(equivalently 22 weeks) to install & complex air-filter system on its main
smokestack. Schware has been further warned that the chemical plant will
compulsorily be closed unless the above air-poliution device is installed in the
aliotted period of time. The Generai lvlanager of Schware wanted to ensure that
the installation of the air filtering systen is installed smoothly within the given
time, and therefore, collected the fol!.owing details.

Using PERT analysis, determine when earliest the air-filtering system can be
installed. What is the probability of completing the project within the allotted time
of 22 weeks?

[13 marks]

rbg

Activity Details

A

B

f-

D

E

F

G

H

Immediate
predecessor

Activity times(weeks)

234

345

234

357

258

2310

45t2

234

Build internal components

Modify roof and floor

Construct collection stack

Pour concrete and install frame

tsuild high temperature burner

Install control syslem

Install air pollution device

Inspection and testing

A

ts

L

C

D,E

F,G

...6t-
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7. During the recent past Telecom Bhd. has been receiving several compiaints from

the customers on the *rong billings. In order to verify these complaints, the

Financial Controller of Telecorn selected daily samples of 100 bills and inspected

for defective (wrong) billing. Over the past 21 days, the following information

have been gathered. Develop an appropriate control chart and determine wtrrether

the process is in control. What are your suggestions?

Day
Number of
Defective
Bills

Day
Nurnber of
Defective
Bills

Day
Nurnber of
Defective
Bills

I

2

3

A

5

6

7

6

5

6

4

J

4

8

9

10

11

L2

13

t4

3

6

3

7

5

4

3

l5

l6

17

18

i9

20

2l

4

5

6

5

4

3

7

[13 marks]

SECTION C : Aruwer any TWO (2) questions.

8. What are the similarities and differences in service facility location and industrial

location decisions? If you ar€ a Regional Manager of a leading bank, what

considerations would you attach in the selection of location for a bank branch?

[10 marks]

nl
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What are the different
considerations that go-in
sorne examples.

phases of the product life
for make or buy decisions?

AGWs17

cycle? What are the major
You may illustrate by giving

9.

10.

Ittr.

[10 marks]

What are the different layout strategies used in production management? What
layout variables you might want to consider particularly irnportant in an office
layout and a retail-outlet layout?

[10 marks]

what is a queuing problem? what are the components in a queuing system?
Describe the important operating characteristics of a queuing system.

[10 marks]

- ooo00oooo -
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curue are&s

.0e.080706.05M03.02.01,00za

0.0 .mo0
0. | .0398
4.2 .0793
0.1 .t t1g
0.4 .l 554
0.5 .l9t5

0.6 .22s1
4.7 .2580
0,8 .288 t

0.9 .3 t59
t.0 ..J4 t 3

r. r .3643

t 2 3849
t.l 4032
f .4 4192
r.5 .4332

t.6 .4452
1.7 ,4554
r,8 .4641
i.9 .41 13

2.0 .4712

z.t .4E2 t

2.2 .4861

2.3 ,4893
2.4 .49 t8
2.5 .4938

2.6 .4953

2.7 .4965
2.8 .4974
2.9 .498l
3.0 .4987

.0040 .0080

.0418 .0478

.0832 .087 t

.t2t7 . t 255

.r59t .t628
t950 .1985

.2291 .2324

.26 il .2&2
29 t0 .2939

.3 t 86 .3212

.3438 .346 t

3665 .3686
3869 :3888
4049 .4066
.4207 .4222
.4345 .4357

.u63 ,4474

.4564 45?3

.4&9 .4656
47 t9 .4V26
.4778 .4783

.4826 .4830

.4864 .4868

.4896 .4898

.4920 .4922

.494fi .4941

.4955 .4956

.4966 .4967

.497 5 .4976

.4982 .4982

.4987 .498'1

.0t 20 .0t60

.05 t ? .0557

.09 t0 .0948

.t293 .t33I

.1664 . t700

.20 t9 20s4

.2357 .2389

.2673 .27c4

.296't .2995

.i238 32e

.3485 .3508

.3708 .3729

.3907 .3925

.40E2 .4099

.4736 .4251

.4370 .4382

.M84 4495

.4582 4s9 t

.4664 .467 |

.4732 .4?39

.4788 .4793

.4834 .4838

.48? | .4875

.4901 .4904

.4925 .4927

.4943 .4945

.4957 .4959

.4968 .4969

.49'77 .4977

.4983 .4984
,4988 .4988

.0r99 ,0239

.0596 0636

.0987 t026
I 368 .1406
1736 .t772
.2088 ,2123

.2422 .2454

.2734 .27&.

.3023 .105 t

.3289 ,33 t5

.1531 .1554

,3i49 ,3770
.394/. 3962
.4il 5 .4t 3t
,4265 .4279
.4394 ,4406

.4505 .45 | 5

.4599 .4608

.4678 .4686

.47 44 .47 5A

.4798 .4801

.03 t9 .0359

.0714 .0753

. il03 . il4r

.t480 .t5l?

.t844 .r8?9

.2 t90 .2224

.25t7 .2549

.2823 2852

.3 r06 .3 I J3

.3365 .3389

.3599 .3621

,3810 3830
.3997 ,401 5

.4 t62 .4177

.4306 .4319

.4429 .4441

.4535 .4545

.4625 .4633

.4699 .4706

.4't6l .4767

.4812 .4817

.4854 .4857

.488',1 .4890

.49 t3 .4916

.4914 .4936

.495 r .4952

.4963 .496/

.4973 .497.4

.4980 .498 t

.4986 .4986

.4990 .4990

.0279
0675

.1 064

.1443
r 808

.2486

.2194

.1078

3340
.3577

3790
.3980
.4t41
.4292
.ul8
.4525
.46t6
.4693

.4756
,4808

.4842 .4846 .4850

.4878 .488 t .4884

.4906 .4909 .491 i

.4929 .4931 .4932

.4946 .4948 .4949

4960 .496 t .4962
.4970 .497 | 4912
.4978 .4919 .4979
.4984 .4985 .4985
.4989 .4989 .4989

This table is abridged from Tabte I of SlarisricatTables and Formulas, by A. Hald (New york: John wiley &
Sons. Inc , l95l)' Reproduced by perrnission of A. Hald snd the pubtishers, John wiley & Sons. Inc.
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